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GREETINGS & WELCOME 

Thank you for obtaining this issue of Angle, opening the cover with perhaps an already 
present appreciation of the poet and sound-sculptor Ronald Johnson, and reading/hearing 
the words of a small band of readers and friends assembled for a posthumous appreciation. 
If you aren't familiar with Johnson let this serve as a slight introduction to the poetic 
accomplishments ofthis Word Architect. 

Ark, as well as his previous books, documents an overflowing enthusiasm and 
appreciation of the natural world - its text is a glossolalia of light for us all to take in 
and succumb to for the length of the reading and on - a bejewelled and earthly temple of true and abundant proportions we can live within, joyful in knowing such spirit ever 
existed in the world. I hope you, the reader, can experience the joys of Johnson's poetry 
as much as I have - for this very enjoyment is what has given impetus to this project, 
long in coming as it was. 

Like most creative endeavors, this one utilized the assistance of several people. I'd like 
to thank Kerry McLaughlin, Jonathan Williams, Andrew Joron (for the recording ofR.J. 's "birdsong orchestrations"), Richard Tagett, Kevin Killian, Peter O'Leary, Patrick Monnin, 
Dirk Stratton, and most of all, Mr. Lee Ballentine of Colorado for his wonderful 
generosity, kind words, and support . 

With all due respect, this issue is dedicated to Paul Metcalf, in memoriam. 



for the 

Kansas star 
0 f the (many colored) ARK 

who went on 
vertically to spawn 

his own alpha 
centauri ...... . 

-Willia:m Cloud 
((2003)) 



Charles Smith 

Osiron 

alba's verbal calculus 
amid visible 
hum, plainsong ostintato 

oriole' s daily threnody 

burnt leaf, dropped blossom 
quest 's terra incognito 
requiem quiet again 

aural signing, sounding 
old offers renewed 

aurora borealis 
ABC's deft channeler 

zugadene heaped deep 

flowering firmament sounds 
solicit, body's elegiac amplitude 

out of nowhere returned 



Patrick Monnin 

Geomancer 
in memoriam Ronald Johnson 

Light screams a new world into being 

intangible aerospace mixture 

its gently contingent succession 

in secular wind-dome 

weaves patterns through the parabolic inflorescence 

strings phosphorous underfoot 

Music 

giver of timeless 

grace, of fugue lexicons, of 

viola polycantha 

roman calendula 

of hymns in spectral glade 

in the sequence of death 

"magnificence of insignificance" 

where a hummer stops its weight to catch its 

fluid pause 

eye in flight! 



Hope sprung ginkgo 

pittoporum undulatum 

multiflora monkshood vital drive 

spun dyads pass by 

male female sail the forms 

transient signal trained to trellis 

utopian climber 

opal in spade 

intercellular space 

fuses pod to 

honeycombed conditional 

gold crown skull 

the buzzing laws illumined 

through capsule and lobe 

hypographia forms indirectional 

day a wet meadow 

each mirror I pass gathers light's 

embalmed relay 

vision is on the tongue 

cover your eyes- read! 

saying/visual 
seeing/verbal 

space test stacking black on white 

overthrown written distance 

all forms equal one forming 



John Taggart 

What Happened 

in memory of Ronald Johnson 

What happened what happened happened in a room 

can' t know what happened 

can' t know unless a room is known 

rooms are the condition of what' s known 

a room = one room one and one room only 

only one room of the meetinghouse 

not any house not any house with its any many rooms 

only one 

in thi s only one an accumulation 

accumulation anticipation 

an accumulation of silence and an anticipation 

only one 

not any many 

only one room of the meetinghouse 

reversible equation one and one only = a room 

condition ofwhat's known condition of what I know 

I was in a room 

what haapened can be known 

what happened happened in a room. 



The word "Quivira" the word golden 

golden words 

golden words of the young poet from Kansas 

smoke in the air 

in the air in Quivira 

golden words 

golden words and smoky words. 

. ot confined 

not confined not locked up in a room no longer 

!:1 their own air 

O\Vn light 

·ords 

;aiden words and smoky words. 



Guy Davenport 

For thirty-five years, from 1963 until his death, I knew Ronald Johnson, and yet knew is 
not the right verb. In one sense, I never knew him at alL When I met him, he was Jonathan 
Williams' companion. Fairly soon afterwords, he struck out on his own, going to San 
Francisco. From there I brought him, for a semester, to the University of Kentucky, to 
teach creative writing while Wendell Berry was on leave. Though I saw him often, and 
enjoyed meals that he prepared here, and had many wonderful conversations, I never felt 
that we were in the same world. He found his own kind offriends. The only mention of his 
sexuality was his telling me that as a boy in Kansas he had so loved his gym teacher that he 
broke into his house, stole his pyjamas from under his pillow, and ate them. 

Thereafter, except for two visits to give readings, he was a voice on the telephone. 
"Guy, this is Ron'' He never considered the difference in time zones; most of his calls got 
me out of bed. He also wrote frequently, sending section after section Ark as he finished 
them. His letters were always tacticaL His friends had to come to his rescue regularly. 
Among these was James Laughlin, secretly, from his fund for starving poets- now that 
both James and Ronald are in Elysium, confidences may stand naked, especially in a world 
quick to diclose meannesses and habitually silent about generosities. 

OfRon' s life in San Francisco I know nothing. There were restaurants and gay bars that 
he managed (I think). He wrote. He dithered about taking jobs at one college or another. 
Plans in one phone conversation would have been forgotten, a week later, in the next. I 
complained that Ronald Johnson was the vaguest human being I'd ever meet. There were 
dreadful anticipations of operations-"next Wednesday, oh God!" I would call on the 
following Saturday, hoping I had the right interval, and ask how the operation went. "Oh 
that ! I forgot to go." 

Before the first operation for a brain tumor, he called and said farewell, that he'd had a 
wonderful life, and that he loved me. He survived this operation with flying colors. He 
became a condemned man whose execution was put off in a black comedy of reprieves. 
There was a Saturday about a year ago when a rumor of Ron' s death was passed from 
writer to writer. Jonathan Williams and I called everybody we knew in Kansas, as well as 
several newspapers. The rumor was fal se, a piece of gossip aggrandized from a remark 
overheard in a bookstore that Ron was ill. 

Ark was published; bless Guy Blaisdell. Ron took a suitcase full of copies and headed 
from Kansas to San Francisco. He collapsed changing planes in New Mexico. Back in 
Kansas he somehow had the strength to be a soda-jerk (straw boater and candy-stripe 
jacket) in a theme park: 1950s nostalgia. More operations, more recoveries. The persistent 
dream of publishing a successful cookbook never went away. 



No poet of Ron' s stature has been so little known. I doubt if the large part of the 
pundits and critics any longer know how to think about a poet who isn' t autobiographical. 
Or even recognize one who did not promote himself Celebrity in our time is fueled by 
notoriety or economic excesses and records . 

To the lament that Ark isn't autobiographical (that is, not sheepishly trendy), I can 
hear Ron saying, "We'll, it's my eye that saw it all, my reading and looking that found it." 
The ringing paradox of art is that the artist disappears when ihe work of art is successful. 
The girl in the field, singing in Gaelic as she binds sheaves, is there, before us, the 
magician Wordsworth nowhere about. It is a sparrow, not Ronald Johnson, watching the 
sun rise at the beginning of Ark. 

I suspect that the way into Ark will be through its words. This is a strange thing to say 
about a poem. Each word in Ark is individually important; each word is somehow
impossibly-a poem in itself Those late-night phone conversations were about a word, 
one word, its meaning, its sound, its spelling, its diction, its use in speech and by other 
writers. Would I look it up in a larger dictionary? What's its etymology? Did it sound 
right? 

I once remarked to Ron that many sections of Ark read just as well backward as 
forward. This pleased him immensely. He then wrote a section that has to be read 
backward. He was ecstatic when I told him about Ernst Mach's dream of a candle burning 
inside a beaker of water. 



Andrew Schelling 

Haibun In Return for a Story 
On Hearing of Ronald Johnson's 
Death 

When Robert Duncan was ill in the eighties 
Ron took one day a week 
wheeling the poet's chair through San Francisco. Once the 
older man stopped them, hand lifted. "Do you know what's 
wrong with the children? They're no longer raised on the Oz books." 
Tonight's yellow half moon lifts over Kansas. 
Black cottonwood branches, indigo clouds offthe mountain. 
And what ofthose final years in Topeka, due east a day highway 70, 
on shelving plains out of bed early 
to bake for a drugstore soda fountain? 

Imagine Van Gogh 
in the Borinage-

gaunt charcoal bread. 

* 

I have rented a house 
the rocks flow upward 

"centuries spinet hence." 

* 

Much old song, 
grass without compass, 

haply Kansas on earth. 



Ronald 
Johnson 

last poems 



·- ~ 

pry into the atom 

ricochet againa1 

wall of time 

wgere everytging _ 
_ .. , - .; ~"'/' .· ' ' ·,.,, ~ ~ .... l A...- , ...... .......... • 

' weighed ' ins can tly -c \:" .... _ 

orgAnized into matter 

t he impossible happening 

more or less-~ndless 
stable transformations 

measure survive speed 

to hit a target 

galactic thistledown 

matter create energjes 

W"he-r-e--tme-eq-tta-ls--...thx-ee 
----- ---~ iU. V++_-, = e 

..... . ~........._.:.:::: 

l= 
_,r--· _/ 
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i.e. 1 = 3eiwa~~i~~ -;;} ( _( -~ J.--
'' ( r/ ----of generation) ./ A1J \ tLS -

..;..._ 

islanded of cilioud~ 
( 

by forces os-- nature 

sea danching sround us 

following the sun 

na ture hanging helios 

gr eem_ __ ard}typal a ges 

a recipr ocsl journey 

many said could not be made 
. , ... , 

-·~ '.· 
... j .. 



will I live t o see 

the midnight o f t ne cen tury 

to pa rt t hJ ni6htof orbs in gal axy 

the congeries of wo r d a nd l ight 

raorality 



Ronald Jolmson 

Fonn 

pry into the atom 
ricochet against 
wall oftime 
where everything 
storm not winding 
weighed instantly 

organized into matter 
the impossible happening 
more or Jess endless 
stable transformations 
measure survive speed 
to hit a target 
galactic thistledown 
matter create energies 

i.e. 1=3 (equation 
of generation) 
to lasso seed 
islanded of cloud 
by forces of nature 
sea dancing around us 
fo llowing the sun 
nature hanging helios 
green archetypal ages 
a reciprochal journey 
many said could not be made 

will I live to see 
the midnight of the century 
to part the night orbs in galaxy 
the congeries of word and light 

mortality 



Untitled 

impenetrate darkness 
evesdrops an other civilization 
defied explanation 
cataclysm 
shifted in spectrum 
a galaxy fleeing itself 
strange object 
infi nite collapse 
aspects of physics 
the stuff of extrapolation 
calculating things unthought 
may indeed exist 
the force unleashes 
oscillating back and forth 



Peter O'Leary 

Notes on the Ronald Johnson Poems 

These versions are provisional. Let me explain. A month before Ronald Johnson 
died in March, 1998, he asked me to be his literary executor. I was in Vienna when I 
recieved this request. I remained there until July, 1998. I was unable to return to the 
country before then. Because Johnson's sister Jodi Panula, who was administering his 
affairs, thought it would be best to collect his papers as soon as possible, I asked my 
brother and two friends-Devin Johnston and Joel Felix-to drive from Chicago to 
Topeka in order to retrieve Johnson's papers. Included among these was his "Last Poem", 
which he had typed out. Let me describe the typescript. Because of his stroke, Johnson's 
typing was uncertain. Likewise, his handwriting had deteriorated. The poem I have 
entitled "Form" is typed out with corrections on the typewriter (which was one of his 
methods of editing-in-progress). He has revised this poem in pencil, making corrections 
and indicating additions. I am confident of my reading of this poem. "Form" is written at 
the top of the typescript in pencil. While it may not be a title, per se, it functions that way 
or at least corresponds with the abstractions ruminated over in the poem. The second 
poem, "impenetrate darkness," is a more provisional reading. It is written out in the right 
margin of the typescript of "Form", in green ink that is water -soluble. Something spilled 
on the typescript, in the top right-hand quater of the page, washing away the ink of about 
half the poem. What remains is the indentation from the pen, more visible when held in the 
light at an angle. Johnson's handwriting is very difficult to make out in three lines-: line 
two, line thirteen, and line fourteen. The first word of line two is most likely "eavesdrop"; 
"evesdrop" is an acceptable speeling of the word in Webster's. I cannot make out with 
complete certainty key words in lines thirteen and fourteen, which are written in pencil and 
are clearly revisions to what he has written in green ink, distinct from the pencilled 
corrections ofthe "Form" typescript. "Unleashes" seems right in the context ofthe poem; 
"oscillating" is more uncertain. While both poems share themes of physics, cosmology, 
and apocalypse. I like to see them as separate but related poems. However, the possibility 
that the poem in green ink was meant as an addition to "Form" is not out of the question. 



A few thoughts on these poems. Ronald Johnson soft-pedaled the influence of Dante on 
hi s work. Ark is not intended to be a new Divine Comedy, but its form exceeds any 
unconscious modeling after Dante 's poem. To me, the characteristic structural discovery 
of Johnson' s later writing is trinary throughout, especially in the three-beat line he 
developed in "The Ramparts," of which "Riddle iota sublime" is a fine example, combining 
the full intensity of his versions of Pound's three "poeiea" : eye, ear, and mind. Three 
words, seven syllables, from the three languages that make English-Anglo-Saxon, Greek, 
Latin-each contained but intertwined. This is what Ronald Johnson is getting at, I think, 
when he writes "i.e. 1 =3 (equation/ of generation)" and which he elaborates in "nature 
hanging helios." The trinity he discovers in this algebra at the end of his life is as 
revelatory as the one Dante di scovers through his Paradiso. And another thing. 
Remember your Dante? At last, looking on the splendor of the Light Eternal, Dante turns 
not to rapture but to science: 

As is the geometer who wholly applies himself to measure the circle, 
and finds not, in pondering, the principle ofwhich he is in need, 
such was I at that new sight. I wished to see how the image 
conformed to the circle and how it has its place therein; but my own 
wings were not sufficient for that, save that my mind was smitten by 
a flash wherein it wish came to it. (Paradiso xxxiii 133-14 1, trans. 
Singleton) 

These poems are Ronald Johnson then at the new sight of the end of his life, penetrating 
its darkness. 

Peter O'Leary 
Chicago 
September 1998 



Peter O'Leary 

An I con of the Mouth 

Smoke 

Should one wish to make incense, one will mingle, according to the Law, 
fragrant gum, cassia, aromatic shell and myrrh in equal amounts. These 
four are virtues. With their full and balanced development, the intellect 
will be safe from betrayal. 
-Evarios the Solitary 

i. incense 

You be Moses; I am Aaron. I ask: 
What are the words for smoke on the mountain? 

You say: chrysos: holocaust: temperature 
You say: 
From the LORD I heard: Smoke is on the air astray. 
From the LORD I heard: What's air ' s is mine. 

And the LORD said: Take these five: 
take sweet spices, 
take stacte- oozing myrrh resin 
gummy, tactile, fragrant, 
take onycha 
take galbanum-a bitter sap bartered from Asian traders; 
I offered them 
crisped leaves from the burning bush I'd glazed with my saliva-; 
& take pure frankinscence-have you ever seen 
pure frankincense? I have not. 

And then He said: 
Keep these in waxy petals. Rub them in your hands; warm them. 
He said: You are the apothecary of these aromas, Moses. 

I am their potency. 



I come to meet what you bring together in these five in the tabernacle only. 
In the Holy ofHolies. 

The incense is yours, Moses. 

Give it away. 

But the perfume of those pellucid stones-

What takes to air is mine-

fire & smoke. 

Birds. 

You are Moses who tells me this. 
I am Aaron our brother your 
translator your snakehandler I ask you: 
brother, stutterer, what floats the atmosphere, astray? 
I ask: How often, brother, have I mistaken smoke for light? 

ii. burning 

Now I am Abraham; you are Isaac. 

You are a bundle ofkindlings. 
Judaea is a domain of scorpions. 
You are wood, collected on the paths I clave for the burnt offering, 
smoke I clave in potentiality. 

Imagine the LORD telling me: 
I will multiply your seed like ash from a fire 
ash strewn in the air 
char spangled not 
for the eyes to see but for faith to adhere to, 

to make holy in the sacrifice which is smoke' s: thurification. 



And so I tell him: 
I offer You LORD one golden spoon of ten shekels 
full of incense 
I offer You a spoon of fat: 
lamb 's fat, goat's fat, hen's fat . 
In what I clave I offer You my own desolation for 
desolations You make of the earth. A child 

is a bundle ofwood. 

I make for You a praise of oils. 
I sow light in smoke for You. I fold 
fire in itselffor You. 

Temper this admixture of flesh & branch; 
temper light in starry fire. 

What I burn 
is whole & goes up . 

What smoke is about is what suffices in worship. 

I finish it with bell-peals. Syllables. 
With elevations. 

Air, lifted. 

iii. lux perpetua 
for Ronald Johnson's death 

sed signifier sanctus Michael repraesentet eas in lucam sanctam 

St Stephen's nave astray with smoke 

astray with pummeled sound 

bells toll 

from the tower grounded in an interior amplitude 
multiplied, resonated, 
a smoke in murky water. 

The church is a crown filled with pedal sound the organ's 
sympathetic bellows swell. 

Incense atomizes light. Holds it in a fire cascade. 



Icons are gold smoke. 
Gold itself a smoke. 

The sounded bells holds a persistent, supple atmosphere. 

Lamps into vaults. 

The bright air is hands-: 
smoke is lifted by the angelic manipulation. 

Smoke is sound. Smoke is light perpetual, 
smoke is rex majestum tremendum, 
smoke is lucam sanctam 

LORD' S votive ash 

weightless, luminous, transparent 

my one lament. 

Your eternal rest-: 

Let Michael signify you into the holy light. 

Promised to Abraham, seeds into splendor. 

And perpetual light 0 LORD, 
give him facades of saints in steady lordliest light 

remorseless holy light 

mercy 

VIENNA, MARCH 1998 



Marcella Durand 

Diamond 

We ride across the distant country 
at some point drawn together 
cross-hatched against the monumental 
and studiously avoid the horizontal. 

This river is hard to map 
doing as it does odd lozenge 
droppings and drips. 
Rubbing as it will against 

eons of important stone, 
useful in erosional 
fantasy, strewn 
in leaf-like shapes of pebble, 

stretched as you are in wings 
of warplanes, which think 
their way in terms of green 
lights and small arms sweeping 

across a cycle, or circle. 
If you do, hold hands and 
wish tightly upon the 
silhouettes of mountains 

and faces. Across this 
distant country which 
becomes more interior 
than exterior, box-like 

rather then kite-like, and 
becomes a set of cathedrals 
in solemnity and dripping
ness, columns hang from 



ceilings and then catch on 
fl oor to guide gravity 
from one end to another. 
In interior to feel this 

alternation of empty space 
and column, and to test 
each column and to 
paint striped gold and 

red in the style of the 
byzantine, how gothic 
of you, how the rose 
window is not sure 

it leads to the outside, 
but leaks a small amount 
of light in blurred 
lozenges and oblong 

ellipsis on the gray 
stone canvas in rectangle 
recieving this small 
amount of blurriness 

and in the orbit 
an occasional sharpness, 
flash and vividness 
against the carved turn 

of a seat or the corner 
of a space. In turn, 
interior, the turn 
delineates the change 

of wall to floor, or 
the space alters in 
direction upwards 
or left side, right side, 

in the definit ion of 
bow or perhaps oblong. 
We ride across the 
distant country and 



not the mountain 
horizon does not 
draw so much closer, 
but as we ride across, 

a certain stability in the 
sweep of arms, legs, 
trotting, a certain axle 

taking up distance 
in an irregular line. 
A geometric solidity 
and invisible support 

drawn in line from 
shoulder to opposite 
shoulder and facing 
the same way, forwards 

in riding across distance 
and watching horizon, 
feeling axle from moving 
point to moving point 

move forward and transmit 
wingtip to wingtip 
in sweeping motion of 
green or perhaps wind. 



Patrick Pritchett 

Covenant 

i. m. Ronald Johnson 

In-breathing. 
We map a response. 
It burdens us -- with 
the gestures of a tree 
proceeding beyond 
any clear edge. 

Burning. 
Design of a pure light. 

Who pulls me by my hour? 
And thinking 
it means softness. 
(Telemetry. Erosion.) 
They are ghosts, all. 
Along a radiant line of plants. 
An hour equalling a name 
written on the book of dunes. 

On the book of dunes 
a name was written. 
And a light given. 
Erasure completes 
the procedures of 
sil ence. 
A cup proffered. 
And a voice. 



Sequence of the earthly, 
of earthy encodations. Antiphonal 
shockwave, ploughed vowels 
and consonantal plumbline. 
What is given? 
In a name the series of a life. 

Dais :: Diode. 
The ode of brightness 
is a falling. 

Turned on end, 
we supplant our days 
with a vigor, 
an astronomical clarity. 

In a diurnal motion 
bones rotate, enter 
gloaming. 

(Ins tress of inbending. 
The natal wound and host). 

Reciprocity. 
The bridge is a lamp . 
The flame a word 
fo r enduring. 



Boat for the Bones, Their Going 

the long boat turns upon 
the ghost of wood 

in the beam of its wood 
it turns 

in the thresh and mill of 
the open sea 

and the white grain of 
the boat is a stillness 

and a grief 
on the dais of waves 

in its going a greyness 
and a gloaming 

and a passge from 
the font to the font 

the alphabet in bloom 
along the length of 

a single day 
a single oarstroke 

or beam of wave 
in the ghostly turning 

of its cavern 
it plank of wood 



Names ofthe Rider 

1. 

Owl earth 
heavy beam 
of 
water 
and 
light 

2. 

the brazen 

Single grain as axis 
remedial mundi 

under ferruginous rains 

this pours, and this & this pours 
and 

more: 

3. 

the cherished telescopy of days 
their choired munificence 

invoke of dust 
millenia! stay 

how it is that a bone 

as it often will 
to tell us 

may smg 

of what is sundered 

and what remains 



4. 

Snow-bound-and-blind to 
calamity of the living body 

dais of tissue, molten 

in the ensuing drift this page 

(make it baritone) 

A shattering 

5. 

pursues us still 

across uneven trees, 
their cloudless positions 
mired by agate cluster, 
finial alpine glare 

6. 

Bar Kochbar, Son of the Star, 
thinks difference: 

and the World 

7. 

Outrider and Crown 

burn a little longer 

bequeath 

isthmus-straddling-tide to the music 
of the lists, their granaries 
and astonishments 

8. 

and the Name of the Rider gallop, 

go under 

Expands 



9. 

if by Voice 
to mean a kingdom 

the blurred whirlpool 
of words in slewed 

arc and allure, green fang of 
whorled world 

plowing care on urn 
of stars, armorial bear 

-ing in the instance of 
a stance, splayed, 

in the galleon urge, 
the pearl of distance 

bird shrouded in 
sammite, the embroidery 

all blood, performing 
reliquary in a lover 's 

casket, describing 
the gone spire 

and escarpment and burnt ram
part eiderdown elision 

the portion of song's syllable 
gliding, root& crown 



Anonymous 

MOTE 1, Begat Under Sail 

all sound & every 
from tongue of Kali 

immanent rent from rend 

from under to founder 
myth or in mists in shallowseas soon 

via geologic tock prairies to be 

range burnt nocht so tarred turns day 
a windy flat expanse of land 

mine ear too evoluted lutewards in words 

mine eye to founder 
wonder at waves as water in wheat 

greeings under green sky 

allsound & every 
mid-day mid-week noon 

to test against a churn in air 

matter is effete mind 
silk carnations on paper grave 

angle- angelus, said at set absent 



RUNE 1, Reading as Ruins 

Contrariwise we find the lines overlooked are those are those which "light a match 
in a dark room" who we were looking for and what the left lig ht cast through 
the ark and three diffused hours, inspirations, passings passing. 

That by exception which proves the rule by not by pushing its push but by exceptional 
instance to cleave, to offer, to brink. 

That music zs the art if TIME. Quotations nobility of no one named unless asked as 
eyemage ought be of he, the dedicatee, hear pictured = words on a page. 



MOTE2 

This is not 
my garden, rocks 
in this, but lately 

. . 
IS a way, IS 

if this one says if is first, is 
any step up any hill willed 

that bloom is white 
incarnatia theoria sugar sweet home. 

applause in triplets 

- bird swift at wing -

& here no static nor attic dust 
blown from a phono a photo 

graph of trinitary rhaps 
ode. 

Odd words in legion follow celebrants. 
Hear one heres, and coins hunch 
fo ll owing to wallow in aftersong. 

0 mage, 

homage vision sent 
from sun you sung through eye 

I've no alterview, only rags picked; 
allanyface' s beauty's true to look. 



RUNE 2: T he Critic's A rt 

·· .... 
· ....... 

· ... , . 
........... _.., __ ___ , ................. ······ 

r 0 n a 



(written fo r The Independent, London) 

RONALD JOHNSON 

November 25, 1935- March 4, 1998 

In 1973, Guy Davenport wrote in America: "Our greatest living poet is usually a man as unknow n to 
the professariat as to the corps of reviewers and the deaf custodians of the laurels. It was true of 
Whitman in 1873, and is true ofZukofsky in 1973." Louis Zukofsky (1904-1978) is still not yet canon
ized and demanded as the Sunday joint at the Muses' dinner table. But, those who read beyond the Ivy 
League Men About Town and the Cornbelt Metaphysicals are aware of his extraordinary skills and 
his ear for h\s second fanguage, EI\glish. His first was the Yiddish of the slums of the J.-ower East Side 
of New York City early in the century. 

The poet who replaced LZ in Professor Da~enport's pantheon in America was Ronald Johnson, who 
has just died at the age' df 62 in Top.cka, Kansas, his native state. The professariat will, again, be abso
lutely in the dark. And few in Britain will know him either, though he spent years in England in the 
1960s and wrote one of the best 'English' poems of the time, The Book of the Greeri Man, published 
by Longrnans in 1967. 

Ronald Johnson was born November 25th, 1935, in the small, ordinary, artless town of Ashland, in 
southwestern Kansas. Some of the· names of places in that part of the prairie make them more exotic 
than is the truth: Buttermilk, Blo<?m, Protection, Acres, Moscow, U lysses, Liberal, Kismet. Kismet, 
Kansas- it's hard to beat. His father managed a lumber yard, as his father had before him. The family 
moved to Topeka, the State CapitaL He spent a couple of years at the University of Kansas in nearby 
Lawrence and concentrated on English courses. H e did two years of national service in the Army, in 
Georgia, Arizona, and California. 

I met Ronald Johnson in Washington, DC at the beginning of 1958. I was using the proceeds of a 
Guggenheim Foundation grant tO read in the Library of Congress for six months, and to publish two 
early Jargon Society books: Letters, by Robert Duncan, and Overland to the Islands, by Denise 
Levertov. One evening I went with the literary critic, Marius Bewley, to visit a pianist friend who lived 
on R Stree~ Northwest, in the house of Mrs. King-Smith, a notable hostess of the time, when the 
young of the well~to-do were taugh~ dancing and deportment. Another roomer in the house was RJ. 
He was handsome, red-haired, feisty, ebullient, and clearly very bright. The friendship was immedi
ate, though he was not at all sure that the new book of Denise Levertov I was clutching and showing 
off contained 'real poems'. 

We joined forces. And I became a mentor, just enough older for that relationship to work. We moved 
to New York and I worked at the famous 8th Street Bookshop in Greenwich Village, while RJ com
pleted a B.A. degree at Columbia College. We spent a lot of time at th~ Cedar Bar on University Place 
w ith fri ends like Joel Oppenheimer, Franz Kline, Dan Rice, Fielding Dawson, Gilbert Sorr~ntino, 
Esteban Vicente, many of whom I'd known from my earlier days at Black Mountain College. And we 
visited non-bar-type writers like William Carlos Williams, Louis Zukofsky, and Edward Dahlberg. 

I've always liked to play cicerone and to plan itineraries and rambles. In the summer of 1961, RJ and I 
hiked the Appalach ian Trai l from Springer Mountain, Georgia, to the Hudson River in New York, 
some 1447 miles. Perfect training for poets: learning to attend the names of birds and plants and stars 
and trees and stones. The summer of 1962 I was a writer-in-residence at the Aspen Ihstitute fo r Hu-



manistic Studies in Colorado; and RJ had his fi rst culinary job, at the Copper Kettle Restaurant. In the 
autumn of 1962 we headed for England and walked five weeks in the Lake D istrict. On the Sunday of 
the weekend of the C uban Missile Crisis the poets spen t the day trying to locate the graves of Beatrix 
Potter in Near Sawrey and Kurt Schwitters in Ambles ide- and found neither. 

We met the extraordinary writer and illustrator, Barbara Jones, and rented a four-room flat in her 
house in Well Walk, Hampstead. It was 12 guineas a week! There were parties wi th fri ends of Barbara's 
like Olivia Manning, Kay Dick, and Stevie Smith. We met other London people through our book
seller-friends, John Sandoe, Arthur Uphill, and Bernard Stone: Adrian Mitchell, Mervyn Peake, 
Christopher Middleton, John Wain, Michael Hamburger, Paul Potts, Anselm Hollo, Christopher Logue, 
Tom Raworth, Eric Mottram, Rayner Heppenstall, John Heath-Stubbs, R.B. Kitaj, Tom Phillips, Adrian 
Berg, Andrew Young, Jocelyn Brooke. Barbara's pioneering book, Follies & Grottoes, led us all over 
England and beyond. We went up to Ardgay in Easter Ross in the north of Scotland to meet Ian 
Hamilton Finlay. We saw Hugh MacDiarmid in both Langholm and Biggar. We saw Basil Bunting up 
the Tyne above Newcastle at Wylam. And Herbert Read at Stonegrave H ouse in the hills north of 
York. We went to Broad Town under the Wiltshire Downs to see Geoffrey and Jane Grigson. Geoffrey 
took us to Faringdon for Lord Berners' folly tower, to Buscot Park for Burne-Jones's Briar-Rose 
paintings, and to Lydiard Tregoze for the splendid interior of the Church of StMary. Jane fixed Welsh 
girdle cakes for breakfast, the first we had ever tasted. We vis.ited the graves of Blake and Palmer, 
Stanley Spencer and Walter Sickert, Deli us and William Morris. In the spring of 1963 we walked from 
the m<,mth of the River Wye at Chepstow, up its long, winding valley, to its source high on the flanks 
of Great Plynlimmon. We hitched a few rides to allow us to add Kilpetk Church to Francis Kilveds 
at ;Bredwardine along the route. And Strata Florida and the site of Hafod House further into Wales. 
And more pilgrima&es that summer. To Nottinghamshite to Southwell Minster and the amazing ~oli
'ate heads and plant carvings in the C hapter House. To Gilbert White's Selborne in ,Hampshire. To 
Samuel Palmer's Shoreham in Kent. To the Cerne Abbas Giant in Dorset. To Compton in Surrey for 
the Watts Mortuary Chapel. To Brighton for John Nash's Royal Pavilion. We were looking for all 
things, as RJ said, 'most rich, most glittering, most strange'. 

And we kept o n looking. In the autumn of 1965 we were back in England. One hike took us from 
Land's End along the north coast of Cornwall, Devon, and Somerset. We ended it in the Cheddar 
Gorge, where we discovered the Rev. Toplady had once compqsed 'Rock of Ages'. Someone told us 
about T he Miner's Arms, a pub at Priddy, where an ex-academic (Paul Leyton) was serving very good 
food. We walked on to Priddy and found this to be true. There were snails from the Mendip Hills on 
the menu. And Priddy Oggy. What th;j.t was I have forgotten. The name is unforgettable ... Another six 
months in London. This time only a two-room flat chez Barbara Jones at 7 guineas a week. One night 
we invited William Burroughs and R. Buckminster Fuller to dinner and neither knew who the other 
was- just a couple of old Harvard men. RJ produced a Shaker lemon pie for afters and Burroughs 
muttered: "Hey, man, that is the craziest lemon pie. I mean groovy!" Since two pies had been baked, 
RJ wrapped the second one up and El Hombre Invisible took it home with him. 

In the spring of 1966 the U.S. Information Agency set up a tour for me to read my Mahler poems in 
the six Austrian ci ties and that allowed us to go also to Bruckner and Webern sites and many rococo 
churches and palaces. We drove down through the Dolomites to Milan Ai rport and picked up two 
friends from Georgia w ho had hired us to transport them around Italy and France. With three months 
in hand we saw much on the tourist routes, but we added a few delicacies: the Villa Lante, the Garden 
of the Monsters at Bomarzo, the cemeteries in Milan and Genoa. And in France, the Parisian cemeter
ies, the Pique-Assiette House in Chartres, the Ideal Dream Palace of the Postman Cheval in Hauterives. 
The latter we saw after lunching at Fern and Point's Restaurant de La Pyramide in Vienne, the best food 
any of us had ever tasted. 
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In 1967 I was back at the Aspen Institute as a scholar-in-residence. RJ worked again at the Copper 
Kettle. Things were about to change. Our companionship of nearly a decade was always much more 
peripatetic than restricted and passionate. Roving legs meant roving eyes. When RJ realized I was 
tired of living in cities, he packed his bags one day and got a ride to San Francisco with some mysteri
ous amoroso. He was 32 years old and wanted more space between himself and the perils of rustic 

living and Kansas, the Sunflower State. 

He led a hand-to-mouth existence in San Francisco for about 25 years and we saw each other very 
rarely. He would report that he was bartending in a club for bikers and leather boys; or, that he had 
established a little catering business. He published a few poetry books and four excellent cookbooks: 
TheAmerican Table, Simple Fare, Company Far~, and New & Old Southwestern Cooking. The Ameri
can Table is a classic work, right up there with M.F.K. Fisher at her best. (The American Tt;tble will be 
re-issued in the autumn by Moyer Bell Publishers in Rhode Island. They will also publish Rfs last 
cookbook, one written for people who hate to cook for themselves.) Occasionally he would get a 
semester's teaching job: at the University of Kentucky in 1971; at the University of Washington in 
1973; at Stanford University in 1991; and at the University of California, Berkeley, in 1994. Now and 
then he. would be helped financially by stalwart friends like Donald B. Anderson, Dorothy Neal, 
James Laughlin, Gus Blaisdell, and Guy Davenport. 

For over twenty years Ronald Johnson composed and fitted together an architectonic poem in 99 
sections called Ark. It is in the traditions of Ezra Pound, Charles Olson, Louis Zukofsky, and Robert 
Duncan. It is a formidable achievement and it will require· readers not· easily daunted, who have 
untrammeled imaginations. Thorn Gunn and Robert Creeley are two of Ark's champions. They both 
point out that this i$ an aesthetic work, not a didactic one, and there is much pleasure to be gained. 
William Blake is there; the Land of Oz is there; the Bible is there; Simon Redia's Watts Towers are 
there. An edition of Ark was published in 1996 by the Living Batch Press 0f Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. I t is distributed through the University of New Mexico Press, 1720 Lomas Boulevard NE, 
Albuquerque, NM87131- 1591, USA. Copies are $25.00, plus packing & postage. The UNMP fax 
number is 505-277-9270. 

Here, at the end, I want to bring your attention back to Ronald Johnson's The Book of the Green 
Man. Christopher Middleton instigated the book's publication and ·on the front flap said: "The is the 
work of a young poet from Kansas who spent a year in England during 1962-63. It is a remarkable 
piece of work. The surprise is this: he presents an image of England, or, to be precise, of sundry 
English scenes, with a vividness and strangeness beyond the reach of any English poet, and unknown, 
I venture to say, since the days of Blake, Calvert and Palmer. Ronald Johnson has unearthed an Eng
land which most people have forgotten." 

At the end of the Autumn section, the four seasons are over. The poet is at Samuel Palmer's Shoreham 
in Kent. The composer Wilfrid Mellers- wrote a beautiful multi-voiced canticle based on the ecstatic 
reverie with which TheBook of the Green MaJl concludes: 
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---- ---·- - ------l : 

A YELLOW MOON, A YELLOW MOON, A YELLOW MOON. 
Scents of newly-cut wheat 
billow on the night air. An owl 
calls- echoes & reverberates around us. 
Dimness & brilliance meet. 
Large stars. 

I walked up to the CLOUD, 

'a country 
where there is no 
night' 

butofnwons 
& with heads of fish 

in the furrow 

.& on each 
ear, beneath a husk 
·of twilight 

were as many suns as 
kernels, 

& fields wer(? fa,r 

as the eye 
could reach. 

Then dipping their silver oars, 

the eyes 
shed characters of fire 
in the grain, 

its sheaves as if mackerel 
shone on the waves 

o}air. 

I walked up to the CLOUD 

& the white light 
opened 
like flowers-

dog violets, 
& asphodel, celandine, 

red clover. 

I walked up to the CLOUD 

& peal after peal 
rang out of earth. · 

First, stones 
-underfoot 
in a sound like muffled 

sheep-bells. 
Then the roots of the trees 

clanged: 
rooks, rooks, blackbirds. Cuckoos awoke 
in the tubers 

- earth-worm & mole & turtle-

alldanced to the thunder, 
the peal & thunder. 

A bellow & clanwr 
came out 
of the hills: 

in diapason- a dissonance 
& musical order. 

ROOKS, ROOKS, BLACK
BIRDS, CUCKOOS. 

EARTII-WORM & MOLE 
&TURTLE. 

!: 
i ~ ,. 

I 
I 

! 
I 

! 
i 
J, 
! ' 
l i 
\ ' ---------------------------------------------------~-----··-··---·----·- ---·----·-----·-- ... -~-. ...; . 

Jonathan Williams 
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Paul Metcalf 

Dear Brian Lucas, 

509 Quarry Road 
Chester, MA 01011-9797 

May 1, 1998 

Many years ago Jonathan Williams and Ronald Johnson decided to walk the 
Appalachain Trail, south to north. At the same time Nancy and I and our two daughters, 
Anne and Adrienne, were driving in our VW bus on a route that paralleled the Trail. We 
met them, by prearrangement, at a point just north of Roanoke, Virginia, and made it 
possible for them to cheat on a segment of their hike, dropping them off just outside 
Luray, Virginia. We all camped together that night, and, as supper was cooking, Ronald 
and Adrienne---she was age 8 at that time---undertook a footrace. Flying up into the 
woods, they descended on the trail, arriving at the camp fire in a dead heat . 

What flashes in memory is their enthusiasm, Adrienne bringing out the kid m 
Ronald. 

All best, 

Paul Metcalf 



Theodore Enslin 

Two for Ronald Johnson- Aspects Now and Then 

Botany 

There is a pine 

grows in the tropics 

of a braided needle 

cones no larger 

than a salt or pepper shaker 

scatters seed on sand 

and near the water 

other salt to touch 

and pepper in the heated wind. 

It is a pine yet nothing 

that remains familiar 

save the bark 

which covers resins 

and a scent of other places 

pines that tremble in another wind. 

Placencia, Belize C.A. 
5/1/98 



Trade Off 

Winds trade winds and how how they trade 

the trading of the heat for water always trading 

one tern to to tern again the flight a turning trade 

a veer of singles into more than winds 

or more than trade above the water 

tern that turns or turn to what is wind 

to soar the soar of where in soaring 

tern is turned a trade of winds a winding 

angle of the shore a bight in narrowing 

the distance tern for trade on wind that covers 

soar and hovering into wind a soanng 

heat into water air as watered in a wait 

the hovering tern as turned to narrow bight 

a current in the water in the air a trading 

let it down as current watering a trade 

of winds for turning tern to follow 

light above the waters darkened as a rain 

might be this very distance of the rain and is not 

ram the ceaseless turn of how the wind is 

veered aloft and heating of the waters trade again 

as tern again the bight so narrow 

something of the trade of winds and terns 

a constant turning in the narrow bight 

its ceaseless t rading as this faring of the wind 

the very soaring of the terns again. 

Placencia, Belize C.A. 4/29 - 30/98 



Avery E.D. Bun1s 

Eves hold loves oft and captive 

Iamping eyes ade bleeding book 

bath'd in she behold 

long lacked rymes please none 

* 

o o o opined 

sigh o o o o 

vipers seeke both ease and sustaine o 

if low and meek a love will perish 

* 

grace rears eye lids goodly mixt 

mortalitie shall to earth 

scorne base lothsome slime 

look on me, shall you be 

* 

angels face weak worlds 

press colours eke pleasure 

trembling things sweet glide 

rob pride by need indeed 

* 



myrrour wondrous dart in view 

hew the spire askew 

lightning desire becomes bright beams 

fire light ensample might 

* 

sought dark earth 

I ymage Sun by Moon purer 

fire still tender christall 

baseness make all here 

* 

messenger of Spring trompet 

byrds prayse ecchoes meaning 

mongst loves ray no word 

bay idle 0 rebel 

* 

Penelope for Ulisses a web worke 

night subtle shone 

dayes houre 

word labor is broken wind 

* 



PHAETON from The Cyborg's Path 
in memory of Ronald Johnson 

facing the vanishing 
point 
inside 

my skull 

cleared 
runway a road 

toward ascent note 
among grasses 

[tower's assent] 

lift 

rising 

full-grown 
t 

to blue dome 
bank 

as the song lines altitude I = compass' d - I attitude 
u 

air bucks and rears 
below arrow over 

- ----my wings control I IT I column my wings-----

wind 24kph 
dilates 

green thought 

elevation 

into plan 
diminish es 530meters 

green shades 
air mane 
moist summer's 
pace 

an ancient sea's rippled palate 

generalization glancing 

land waves 
hoist humming 

grain 

slow-passed 
silos, silvery 
digits, 
pin the sections 

under easy ridges of cirrostratus 

. } <<<<<<<<<<<<from up here >>>>>>>>>>>> { 

plow-traced 
low contours 

appear 
as species maps · 

beside them 
barns, white 
farmhouses 

greying 
into statistics: 

gravel pits: tractors: 
sand scooped scarlet bugs 

into hoofprints ((northward)) crawl margins 
((cumulus)) 

((hammerheads)) 
((loom like a downtown)) 

tin-glitter river 
cattle cluster 
oak and elm 

huddling 
round the particular: 

clusters of lives property maze watershed web invisible springs 
like queen -anne' s-lace 
thin window glints mosaic of 

< from up here > 

= the = illusion = of = 
variations 

equivalence = 
I power plant I 
I striped stacks I 

plotting++++++++ 

all level soon? 
corporate 

my plane 

Cartesian Shadow 

immense over whispering ears 
without number 

IIIIII lrl no two identical I IIIIIIII 
flowerless 

the houses machine-floors assembly of stalks 
beached hulls bleaching Magnitude -0- Orders 

resistance - • heacons send me red news • 

feed milkweed, clover 
faint tints or scents 

I plant power I 
I dark stalks I 

++++++++function 

t,soon gene-tuned 

the barns 
holed and rat-ruled 

-winds 

No, tilted skyward
Original wish-

0 
z 

-Out of emerald thought 

banking the turn 

stasis 

Adam Cornford 

w d e n s 

leaf-

nmway 
o e a 

light 

s p e e d 

last 

-New polis planted 

[tower's formula] 

focus 



Joel Bettridge 

42 sentences & etc. 

Soprano I alto I base I baritone_ Here we all are singing. 
ARK's three cornerstones - that is, seeing, hearing, and imagining creates a 

PLACE, existence. 1 

An architecture it draws from a ll over the cultural map: Dorothy, Henry david, WCW, t.v., 
whatever just walked across the street; a harmony of voices as bricks and mortar. 

The original publication of The Spires in the 1983 National Poetry Series had, spread between the 
pages, drawings by Gordon Baldwin, of buildings, cities, churches, castles, doorways, all 
dwellings on a grand scale. 

saw the sun 
blue to blue 
between gutter and Iris stem_ web 

The visual inclusion of places to live matches ARK's form. 
ARK itself is just that, an a rk, a container: Home. 
In this place language can communicate, it can be an idea, or imagination, at the same time it can 

be a sight, a sound, some ink, and yet, in each case, to read I hear I see I and think, is to 
make a public act. 

as for probably 
crow leaps up 
just as if it was 

becomes crow 

Because talk, we have to be somewhere together, "Eden, glossolalia of light I Mountain the 
gods stept from, spoke to fork" (Beam 14). 

Poem as convergence; poem as revival tent; meeting house; town hall; poem as your favorite 
fishing hole behind the birch tree just off Bear Run Road. 

ARK 63, Builder's Spire: "On the road to Samakand, to Xanzdu I Sam Palmer's ' little dells, 
nooks, corners of Paradise' I tented with light" (ARK 63) . 

A place to gather 

Unless in mesquite limb 3/4 inch tip 
or turn of ocean 
wave over wave 
sand dollar's I 

The Foundations+ The Spires+ The Ramparts = A floor under our feet= Walls and a roof. 

I Ronald Johnson. ARK. Albuquerque: Living Batch Press, 1996. 



To stress PLACE is just to emphasis the US 
Ark contains a community; whole sections given to Jolmson's personal friends ; sheer # of 

dedications writes you & me together. 
BEAM 17 for Robert Duncan. 
ARK 93 for Jess; we talk; language as a habitat. 

play the blues 
vividness, color of wet sand 
inhale the street tuned night 
a base hurled sax going like hell 

A ramp into ARK, not just Noah 's but Johnson's as well. 
ARK 83, Arches XVII, The Ramp: "A siege of herons and bitterns I an herd of swans, I of cranes, 

and curlews I a dopping of sheldrakes, a I spring of teals I covert of coots, gaggle of 
geese" (ARK 83). 

We put our identity into something: THINGS: ARK is a congregation; it meets. 
It gets together and sigs songs I Voices. ARK 78, 79, 80 (The Hymnals). "'tell us, Watchman 

of the night I the raven fire celestial I clear trumpet call I ... adorn from chaos' swarm I 
thirsting beyond bound circle, I soars up Paradise" I ... beat sword plowshare I bled 
spear, To pruning hook I snatch diamond teeming mire" (ARK 78-80). 

Drawing on Protestant hymns, and earlier on the Battle hymn of the Republic, and America the 
Beautiful (ARK 76) allows ARK to make those song's purpose its own; what whoever 
wrote I listened to, felt I believed in these songs now lives in ARK I language and the 
world as a single object. 

Listening, reading, talking back gives us over to the presence of someone else in the room, might 
as well call it dialogue. 

a sky littered wl blackbirds 

Not just a bunch of voices all mixed up, but a bunch of voices singing together. 
BEAM 5, The Voices, "the loom, the x of the instant" (BEAM 5). 

ARK congregates around sacred objects. 
THINGS wl cultural si&'1lificance. 
Events we share: ARK 49, Masthead. ARK 59, Spire of Liberty (Torch & Arm) . ARK 47, Plow 
Spire . Memorial day, 1981. ARK 65 , Windmill Spire. 

night deeps jazz rimed tune 
stars stretch out as a honey pot 

BEAM 25, A Bicentennial Hymn, filled with its own fireworks. 



To share a time, a place, a thing, is to be linked to one another. 
I say 4th of July I think of my grandparent's brown house offPuget Sound you think of a pop 

bottle rocket fight in the alley, but we have experience & memory in common. 
By opening the congregation of voices and PLACE to include not just the Statue of Liberty, but 

also the Windmill and the Masthead Johnson emphasizes the congregation, not the 
religion. 

We get together here; we will talk then about what we want to sing. 

* 

Building ARK out of our shared cultural objects, and I suppose archetypal symbols, gives Johnson 
the ability to create the closest thing we have to a great AMERICAN poem, I mean an 
America of more than one specific group standing in for all of them. 

cycle at stop 
have withstood 
minute by minute 
wall 
crumbles over 5 hundred years 
beneath prickly pear 
joints all abloom 

The voices of ARK, including our own when we read it, creates a social dialogue around the 
objects we share in common - especially words. 

Poems I BEAM 28, The Book of Orpheus '" TO GO INTO THE WORDS TO EXPAND 
THEM"' The Voices said I at pains to say what two I eyes lined plain: I how trued the 
world to word against I blank page I A is the fulcrum. I, the lever (eye). 

Out of it ray these three: LFE- I single, double, triple vision: LIFE. I's descent from Tis the 
stroke light takes assuming flesh from matter" (BEAM 28). 

the shape of red clay 

The Statue of Liberty is not brought forward to mold us, it is brought forward for us to mold. 
Johnson does not prescribe the America we have but allows us to build one of our own in ARK. 
At least one of our own out of our relationships with other people. 
Creates a new world. 
Make imagination real I go to your neighbor's house for a barbecue I have a conversation about 

fertilizer. 
A politics of us, together. 

suppose world ends so what 
_ imagine hint of kelp 
on a silver big sea 
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